Sample C3RS Corrective Actions from Different Carrier
Peer Review Teams (PRTs)
1. Improved visibility of yellow boards
Temporary speed restrictions could not
be installed in winter because the ballast
was frozen. Rail-mounted yellow flag
brackets were an easy fix.
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2. Improved platform visibility
To improve platform visibility at night the
carrier replaced tinted vestibule windows
with clear windows.
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3. Job aid hang tags
Hotel-style “do not disturb” tags hang on
the throttle handle as a visual reminder
to perform an activity or to point out
important information.
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4. Speed restriction reminder signs
New speed reminders at the end of the
platform provide visual alerts and reinforce
speed restriction bulletin instructions.
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5. Consolidated speed restriction
bulletins
Separate bulletins reduce the number of
errors in speed restrictions listed in written
directives. Temporary speed restrictions are
added in the order received, making it
difficult to follow the sequence by milepost.
Combining speed restrictions over one
track onto a single bulletin, ordered
sequentially by milepost, makes it easier to
identify restrictions in the order in which
they occur.
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6. Increased focus on Job Safety

Briefings

A new Job Safety Briefing (JSB)
checklist identifies everyday workrelated risks and assignments. This
checklist is invaluable for new trainees
and seasoned veterans alike.
Conducting a JSB consistently, clearly,
and professionally helps ALL of us
become better train and engine service
professionals.
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7. Dedicated safety job briefing rooms
To be installed.
8. Expanded car marker test site
PRTs are testing new marking
procedures that spot the appropriate car
at the leading end of the platform if the
train length is longer than the platform.
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9. New flagging procedures
A new checklist and instructions describe procedures for
flagging/pilot/yard service duties.
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10. Situational awareness training for distractibility
What causes the loss of situational awareness and how can it be prevented? PRT and carrier
Offices of System Safety are teaming with Liberty Mutual Insurance—leaders in “risk reduction”
and “situational awareness”—to identify tools, programs, and solutions to combat this very real
problem.
a) Revised blue safety flag policies. The highest percentage of close call cases reported
to NASA (37 percent) relate to blue flags. A new system-wide initial safety alert and a
revision of all blue flag policies should reduce this percentage and improve worker safety.
b) Refresher training. To be developed for employees, where required, based on feedback
from C3RS reports.
c) Enhanced training. Provided to locomotive engineers, conductors, and dispatchers,
based on errors reported in C3RS.
11. Internet access
Improved communications by providing on board crews with
Internet access.
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12. Enhanced inspections
Formalized and enhanced periodic inspections of emergency door handles.
13. New form delivery
Installed a form delivery process in all sign-up locations.
14. TMAC Updates
Multiple PRT-developed recommendations will be included in the
next version of Train Management and Control (TMAC).
15. New remote control switch procedure
Implemented a process for activating a remote-control switch prevents run-through switches in a
location with frequent run-through problems. A flyer provides procedures and diagrams.
16. New Crew Resource Management (CRM)
This system-wide human factors training helps reduce human factors-caused accidents. CRM is
based on C3RS report analysis and covers improvements to rail safety, signal awareness,
signals, and job briefings.
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17. Improved switch navigation
Consistent designation of tracks and additional signs help
engineers navigate through complex switch locations.
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18. Updated power yard switch operations
Changed the process for controlling operations to line power yard switches.
19. Consolidated restriction bulletins
Streamlined paperwork requirements by limiting daily restriction bulletin updates to one page.
20. Cab design changes
Implemented changes to keep paperwork in
the employee’s sightline.
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21. Other process improvements
PRT recommendations for other local and system-wide processes include:
a) Install “squawk boxes” to improve communication between the yardmaster and
dispatching.
b) Implement mentoring for new conductors.
c) Work with mechanical employees to ensure uninterrupted radio communication.
d) Instruct train crews on how to back out of the yard.
e) Improve yard communication.
f) Paint problem switches to make them more visible.
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